AGAB receives new order

AGAB Pressautomation has received an order from Nitator in Hyltebruk for quick and safe mobile die change equipment. The order is for two carts, a WG Mobile M20 for die change of press dies of 20,000 kg and a mobile Coil Truck for handling of coil weights up to 12,000 kg.

Nitator is a full service supplier of sheet metal components to customers with very high demands of quality, environmental awareness, delivery precision and flexibility. In Hylte we manufacture components with high technology content by automated pressing and robotized press and spot welding.

– Our customers expect us to be flexible with smart solutions and that we can deliver quickly. Therefore, we must always make sure we have the right conditions for this, says Stefan Gottfridsson, Site Manager for Nitator Hyltebruk.

A simple and smart way to increase the production is to speed up the adjustment in the presses, thereby freeing up valuable production capacity thanks to minimized setup times. Short lead time provides competitive advantages and increased trust from the customers. In order to offer higher production capacity in the future, Nitator Hylte has invested in one of AGAB’s mobile die change carts and in a coil transport cart. These two are key ingredients for quick and safe adjustment of the presses.

Nitator has previously purchased a WG Mobile M12, a WG 2000 die change adapter and quick clamps from AGAB. The good experience of AGAB that Nitator already has, played an important role in the purchase of the new mobile systems.

AGAB has, in cooperation with Nitator, developed a unique laser system integrated in the linear system, which allows the die change to be done easily, accurately and safely. The cooperation also led to a new development of platform control and a customized docking.

Since the operators and production technicians have an important role, it is important for us to listen to them so that we can further develop our products, says Roland Pakruhn, R&D for AGAB.
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